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UNDERSTANDING ADHD
What is ADHD?
There’s a lot of misunderstanding around it.
It’s a neurobiological condition, to do with brain
wiring. Often co-occurs with autism, OCD, dyslexia;
rarely travels alone. ADHD also runs in families.
Mental health issues can also come into play; it is
diagnosed in the DSM-5.
The ADHD brain craves stimulation; ADHDers have
an abundance of attention, it’s just that they’re
often unable to channel it. Sometimes it translates
as hyperfocus and they really channel it. ADHDers
have an interest-based nervous system and but it
can also be channelled into an ‘inappropriate’ place
at work.
The emotional facet of ADHD can include rejection
sensitive dysphoria, and people-pleasing.
A lot of ADHDers have communication difficulties,
struggle to find the right words, or sometimes say
more than is socially expected.

How does ADHD affect creatives in their
daily life?
Most people are hard-wired to conform, so when it
comes to speaking up, ADHDers can get in trouble
and it can get exhausting. ADHDers often see and
share better ways of doing things but feel
frustrated when other people don’t listen or when
they’re feeling blocked.
It’s really difficult for ADHDers to pick up other
people’s ways of working. Having to work with a
plan is also challenging - ADHDers might enjoy
freelancing and setting their own targets better.
In the creative space, ADHDers can flow better, but
it’s hard to restrain themselves, stay on track and
meet the deadlines, and then perfectionism might
kick in.
Hyperfocus can lead to not stopping, working 10
hours a day, hardly sleeping, and needing constant
challenges. There may be the fear: if I stop, I will
never start again!
Being a workaholic and staying in a loop of being
busy, means you often don’t stop and reflect. Many
ADHDers suffer from subsequent burnout and
aren’t very good at regulating themselves.
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UNDERSTANDING ADHD - continued
Why is there often ambiguity around ADHD and how can we get
around it?
It can be really hard to get diagnosed and get appropriate treatment. It comes down to
understanding and learning about ADHD, using respected sources.
Might find it hard to communicate about their own needs, many of which may overlap with others
but may differ when it comes to having order and routine.
It can be quite hard to tell what one needs because these needs will vary from one day to the next,
or even within one day. This ambiguity can provoke anxiety in ADHDer.
Often ADHDers don’t plan and find it hard to know how long something is going to take.
In leadership roles, ADHDers will deal with everyone else and forget about their own needs.
Kindness and thinking about other people are great strengths of ADHDers.
ADHDers can look like they’re blocking things because they can’t lead people to where they are
and can't explain how to get there.
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Toolbox
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TOOLS TO THRIVE
COMMUNICATION
What are the key questions non-ADHDers can ask and discuss with
ADHDers?
Are there any access requirements you need? Is there anything I can do or provide which can help
you to thrive?
Ask whether they would appreciate company or a buddy to work with (e.g. the Body Double
Strategy: having someone else to work together with for accountability); ‘Smash It’ sessions once a
week, or using Focusmate.
Discuss the social model of disability: the society that we live in is the problem and ableism is the
problem, not people with disabilities. Rather than you trying to fit in, how can society fit around you?
Discuss ways to remove the barrier, not just to remove the ramp OVER the barrier

WORKING WITH ADHD
What are some adjustments that support ADHDers at work and in
creative collaborations?
Workplace planning and structure
Keep the administration simple and straightforward.
ADHDers often feel unable to have ‘work’ time. Provide or ask for a shortlist of things/actions that
will help you or your colleague to thrive.
Avoid multitasking and keep the tasks in smaller, manageable chunks.

Dealing with deadlines (planning)
People with ADHD are generally not good at setting their own deadlines if possible, remove the choice by giving someone else the responsibility.
Request or allocate extra time or help with deadlines.
Set priorities in a list of tasks/projects - set up meetings with colleagues
before starting your project or your day to set these priorities.
Factor in time for flexibility and cushion plans by mixing a fixed with an
open schedule (e.g. rehearsals may not specify in full when each scene will
be approached, but the rehearsal dates and times will be fixed).
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TOOLS TO SUCCEED
Support
It can be helpful to have someone to talk through ideas with on a regular basis.
Access funding - if you need support, ACE has an option to pay access workers. You can include the
support in your bid to ACE.
Citizens Advice is able to help with filling out forms, especially for benefits.

Autonomy
If it helps you to work on your own timeline, work from home, work in a
team or alone, take these suggestions to your collaborators.
Have people around - do things for their benefit and not necessarily for
yourself.
Instead of saying ‘yes’ to requests, replace with: “I’d like to, but let me get
back to you”.

Chance to ‘get out of your head’
Regular and intensive exercise can help a lot.
Tim Clare recommends deliberately trying to be bad rather than good or ok. Give
yourself something to criticise - trying to be deliberately bad can be freeing, and helps
with struggling from a quality point of view.
If you are prone to hyperfocus, try using alarms or notifications to remind yourself of
the time and keep you aware of what you are doing.
If you experience hyperactivity, take short walking or stretching breaks every 30 mins,
or take phone calls whilst pacing.

General organisation
Have someone there to help encourage you e.g. tidy your room with a friend around to
just chat to at the same time
Support your executive functioning by having organising and cleaning rituals. Check
out the Documents section on page 9
When you have a new idea or distraction pop up, use sticky notes or a diary/planner to
write this down to deal with later or at a more appropriate, specific time
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Toolbox
extras
The ADHD Advocate
The ADHD Advocate website - book your free introductory calls with an
ADHD coach
Guide to ADHD in the Workplace
ADHD Unlocked Membership Community – Follow and subscribe to the
newsletter
ATW video – Watch this instructional video to apply for Access to Work
funding to cover the costs of ADHD Coaching, Personal Assistants as well
as assistive aids

Books and Articles
Women with Attention Deficit Disorder: Embrace Your Differences
and Transform Your Life by Sari Solden (2005)
ADHD 2.0: New Science and Essential Strategies for Thriving with
Distraction - From Childhood Through Adulthood by Edward M.
Hallowell (2021)
Driven to Distraction: Recognising and Coping with Attention Deficit
Disorder: From Childhood Through Adulthood by Edward M.
Hallowell (1992)
Refuse to Choose! Use All of Your Interests, Passions, and Hobbies
to Create the Life and Career of Your Dreams by Barbara Sher
(2007)
The Highly Sensitive Person: How to Thrive When the World
Overwhelms You by Elain N. Aron (1997)
Divergent Mind: Thriving in a World That Wasn’t Designed for You
by Jenara Nerenberg (2021)
NeuroTribes: The Legacy of Autism and the Future of
Neurodiversity by Steve Silberman (2016)
What is Executive Dysfunction? By Janice Rodden (2021)

Podcasts
A list of 40 ADHD podcasts
ADHD rewired podcast
The ADHD Artist podcast
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Communities
Additude Magazine + support group on FB
ADHD Embrace: a charity supporting parents and professionals who live
and work with kids and teens with ADHD.
ADHD Foundation
ADHD UK
ADHD unlocked: Adult ADHD Support
Carolyn CC Hart: author, artist, and neurodiversity advocate reframing
synesthesia, ADHD, autism, and other neurodiverse traits
Children and Adults with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(CHADD)
DYSPLA: Join DYSPLA's Network of Neurodivergent Creative and Artistic
Organisations: Anyone who identifies as a Neurodivergent Creative can
email Lennie, Kazimir, and Lujza on hello@dyspla.com to be added to the
network
Focusmate: app for finding work and accountability partners
How to ADHD (website + YouTube channel)
The UK ADHD Partnership

Useful Documents
Getting Things Done method:
- Workflow Processing and Organising
- The Tickler File
Information on writing an access document for disabled artists
A booklet published by the ADHD Foundation on celebrating
neurodiversity
73 ADHD-Friendly Ways to Organize Your Life Now - produced by
ADDitude

Events
DYSPLA_chat is a peer-to-peer monthly gathering of like-minded
neurodivergent creatives, who meet over Zoom to discuss
neurodivergent creativity, methodology, and strategy. Sessions are free
and held on the 1st Sunday of each month. All people identifying as
Neurodivergent are welcome to join by registering here.

Connect
Giles W Bennett : gileswbennett
Petra Haller: petrahallerdancer
Sandy Wardrop: sandywritesthings
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Remember:

Forgive yourself and be understanding of how your brain works
Be accepting that your standards are good by other people’s standards.
Your perfectionism can be accepted
“Throw your backpack over the wall”
When you know better, you do better, or in this case, when you better
understand ADHD you can better support it. It can very much be a
superpower in the right situations with the right support network.

Get in touch to see how I can help.

Contact
0203 302 5661
stephanie@theadhdadvocate.com
London, N10
https://www.theadhdadvocate.com
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